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Abstract 
Object detection is important and challenging task in computer vision applications such as surveillance, vehicle 
navigation, and human tracking. Video surveillance is a key technology to fight against terrorism and public safety management. 
In video surveillance, detection of moving objects from a video is important for object detection and behaviour understanding. 
Detection of moving objects in video streams is important process of revelation and background subtraction is popular approach 
for foreground segmentation. In this paper high speed background subtraction algorithm for moving object detection is proposed. 
The video is first converted to streams and then applied to convolution filter which removes high frequency noise components to 
obtain smoothened images. The smoothened images are then applied to background subtraction algorithm with adaptive 
threshold which gives detected object present in background image. The detected object is then applied to convolution filter to 
remove the spurious distorted pixels which improves the quality of image. The proposed architecture was designed using VHDL 
language and implemented using Spartan-6 (XC6SLX45-2csg324) FPGA kit. It is observed that the proposed technique is better 
compared to existing method in terms of image quality and speed of operations. 
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1. Introduction 
In today’s modern life the security is must in every field, where video cameras are used for surveillance in 
all places. Video surveillance devices depend on their ability to detect the interested objects in the video or set of 
frames which is important step in collecting the details about any image or video. Also it is very helpful in many 
computers vision applications. Moving object detection1 in video surveillance systems is the basic step in security 
applications. The goal of moving object detection is to detect the person or object which is moving in a video with 
constant background. The moving object detection technique helps in identifying the type of the objects in the path 
for robotics applications which leads to further decisions on the path planning. In augmented reality, the video 
information can be seen directly or indirectly on live platform, which can be enlarged and used to track the 
interested objects. This can also be used to count the number of persons in the crowd or in intruder region. There 
exist many techniques for moving object detection. Background Subtraction2 is one of the vital techniques to detect 
the moving objects. In this method the segmentation of objects is done using subtraction. In video surveillance of 
borders across the countries, faster transmission and less bandwidth becomes critical factor for data transmission. 
Background Subtraction helps in segmenting the person of interest by neglecting the background which further 
reduces the bandwidth data. This information is further transferred at a very faster rate through surveillance system. 
2. Literature Surveys 
Mahamuni and Patil3 proposed the moving object detection using background subtraction algorithm. The 
input images were pre-processed using the median filter and then they were applied to the background subtraction 
algorithm. The entire system was designed using Simulink block-sets. The VHDL code was generated by using the 
System Generator token.  Mahesh et al.,4 proposed an algorithm to detect the moving objects acquired by the fixed 
camera. This algorithm was written in System C and implemented in Micro-Blaze Core processor present in Spartan 
6 FPGA kit. Himanshu Goyal5 proposed the frame differencing algorithm for moving object detection with adaptive 
threshold in HSV color space which is implemented using Simulink block-sets to detect the moving vehicles, 
pedestrians in urban traffic video sequences.  Reza et al.,6 proposed simultaneous tracking of multiple non-stationary 
targets in video in which multi-target function was applied on the background subtracted grey scale image which 
allowed multi-target posterior to be efficiently propagated forward using multi-Bernoulli filter. Jing Ming et al.,7 
proposed the Multi-layer Codebook based Background Subtraction model (MCBS) for detecting the moving objects 
in video sequences. Multi-layer block based strategy and adaptive feature extraction from blocks of various sizes 
were combined to remove the non-stationary background. Xiaowei Zhou et al.,8 proposed a method for Detecting 
Contiguous Outliers in Low-rank Representation (DECOLOR) which had integrated object detection and 
background learning in a single process of optimization for accurate detection of moving objects in video sequences. 
Paresh et al.,9 proposed the moving object detection method using mixture of Gaussian (MoG) and Haar Wavelet 
methods. The MoG method was more accurate but had larger time complexity. This was mainly used for static and 
complex background applications required a lengthy process for object detection. In this method, the video frames 
were down sampled using Haar Wavelet decomposition and applied to the MoG model for subtracting the 
background. The bounding boxes were applied on each moving objects for calculating the location and size of the 
moving objects. Pranab kumar dhar et al.,10 proposed an efficient moving object detection method, which used 
gradient directional masking and enhanced edge localization mechanism. In this method, the gradient operator was 
used for generating gradient map images from the input image and the background image. The input gradient map 
and background gradient maps were subtracted from each other. The resulting difference map was called the 
gradient difference map. The moving object detection was achieved by using an appropriate directional masking and 
thresholding.  Csaba Kertesz11 introduced the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture descriptor for image indexing and 
texture classification in order to segment the foreground from the complex background. Leibe et al.,12 proposed a 
method for multi-object tracking where multi-category object detector was used for localizing the cars and 
pedestrians in the input images. Thus automatic initialization and tracking large and varying sizes of moving objects 
from both static and moving cameras was achieved. Zhou J et al.,13 proposed an algorithm for moving vehicle 
detection in which background estimation was achieved through adaptive technique and a low-dimensional feature 
and a classifier were used for segmenting the vehicle parts. Marko Heikkil and Matti Pietik Ainen14 proposed a 
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texture based method for modeling the background and detecting the moving objects in video sequences. Each pixel 
was modeled as group of adaptive Local Binary Pattern (LBP) histograms that were calculated over a circular region 
around the pixel. Rita Cucchiara et al.,15 proposed a method for detecting the moving objects, shadows and ghosts in 
video streams in which pixels belonging to the moving objects, shadows and ghosts were processed differently in 
order to supply an object-based selective update and the color information for both background subtraction and 
shadow detection was exploited to improve object segmentation and background update. Haritoglu et al.,16 
introduced the real time visual surveillance system for detecting and tracking multiple people and monitoring their 
activities in an outdoor environment. It was operated on video imagery from an infrared camera and employed a 
combination of shape analysis and tracking to locate people and their parts to create models of people's appearance 
so that they can be tracked through interactions such as occlusions.  Michal and Anandan17 proposed a method for 
detecting the moving objects in 2D and 3D scenes where the camera-induced-motion was modeled by global 
parametric transformation and the moving object detection was achieved by applying the parallax rigidity constraint 
on the input image. Borshukov et al.,18 proposed a multistage affine motion segmentation method that had combined 
both dominant motion and block based affine modeling approaches for segmenting the interested objects from its 
background. Sateesh Kumar et al.,19 proposed adaptive threshold technique which is implemented on Virtex-5 
FPGA. 
3. Proposed Methodology 
The proposed moving object detection architecture with pre-processing, background subtraction and post-
processing is shown in Fig.1. It mainly consists of five stages named as Pre-Processing, Moving Window 
Architecture, Convolution Filter, Adaptive Threshold Calculation and Modified Background Subtraction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Proposed Moving Object Detection Architecture 
3.1. Pre-Processing 
In pre-processing stage first the color image is converted into gray image and then the dimension of the 
image is converted into a specific dimension (i.e. 256x256) which is suitable for hardware implementation. 
3.2. Moving Window Architecture 
Moving window architecture is required to generate 3x3 matrices of input image elements which is 
convolved with the 3x3 Gaussian kernel to filter the noise in input image. The nine D-flip flops of each 8-bits and 
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two FIFOs of length 253 with 8-bits are required to design the moving window architecture as shown in Fig.2. The 
D-flip flops and FIFOs act as dynamic memory array where pixels are passed at every rising edge of clock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Moving Window Architecture 
 
The input data from image is fed serially through the flip flop D1 at every rising edge of clock. The three D-flip 
flops D1, D2, D3 and FIFO1 is used to store the first line of image after 256 clock cycles. Similarly, the second line 
of image is stored using D-flip flops D4, D5, D6 and FIFO2 is used to store the second line of image after 512 clock 
cycles. Since we require only the three pixels of third line which are obtained after 512 clock cycles using D flip-
flops D7, D8 and D9. The pixels from D-flip flops D1 to D9 are used to convolve with the Gaussian mask. 
3.3. Convolution Filter 
The convolution filter is used to remove the noise present in the input images due to external factors. The pixels 
of the input image enter the moving window serially where the serial data is converted into 3x3 overlapping sub-
matrix of the respected input image. The 3x3 sub-matrix is then convolved with 3x3 Gaussian Mask. The 
convolution operation contains multiplications, divisions and additions. In the proposed system we replace 
multiplications and divisions by shifters. The equation for Gaussian matrix20  is given in equation (1). 
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൩ൡ is the 3x3 Gaussian Mask. 
 
The Gaussian mask window of size 3x3 is convolved with 3x3 input matrices. Convolution operation is the sum 
of multiplication of these two matrices. The FIFO1, FIFO2 are individual FIFO’s which act as dynamic memory 
arrays, D1 to D9 are the nine D-flip-flops that are used to store and pass the pixels, P1 to P9 are first nine pixels of 
an input matrix and k1 to k9 are Gaussian kernel elements. After multiplication of Gaussian kernel elements with 
input matrix elements, the product is divided by 16, which is performed by shifting the result to right by 4 bits.  
The convolution filter at output side is used to removes the noise components other than the target of interest, 
from the threshold image to get good clarity of the detected object. 
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3.4. Adaptive Threshold Calculation 
To calculate the Adaptive Threshold Value (Adptth) first we have to calculate Weighted Mean Square Difference 
(WMSE) which is given by equation (2) and (3). 
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Where,   
 Ia0 , Ia1, …… Iax   are the image pixel values of an input image. 
 Ib0, Ib1,………Ibx    are the image pixel values of the reference image. 
 N and M is the dimension of the image in each direction respectively. (i.e. 256x256). 
 k is the sensitivity factor (i.e. 8). 
 
By adding WMSE value to each of the pixel values of background image we get Adaptive Threshold Value 
(Adptth) which is given in equation (4). 
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Where,  
           WMSC=Weighted Mean Square Difference. 
            i=Pixel Location. 
 
To calculate the Adaptive Threshold first we need to calculate the difference between background and 
foreground image. First take the sum of squared differences between two images and then divided by total image 
size. To improve the results, the numerator is divided by ‘k’, which is a sensitivity parameter. The ‘k’ is called as 
sensitivity parameter, because its value is very sensitive for detecting the moving objects accurately based on 
experimental trials. Thus by using this method of adaptive threshold, the moving objects can be detected accurately 
under sudden illumination changes also. This also reduces the discontinuities at the edges and thus the edges can be 
extracted accurately. 
3.5. Modified Background Subtraction 
The filtered input image and the filtered background image are applied as input to the background 
subtraction block. This block calculates the difference of two images using pixel by pixel and continues for all the 
pixels in the frame. Similarly, all the frames of the video are processed. The significant change can be observed 
where there is transition edge from foreground to background resulting in larger difference where as in background 
there exist less significant variations. The mathematical expression for Modified Background Subtraction Threshold 
is given in equation (5) and (6). 
ܵݑܾݐݎܽܿݐ݁݀ܫ݉ܽ݃݁ ൌ ȁܣܿݐݑ݈ܽܫ݉ܽ݃݁ െ ܤܽܿ݇݃ݎ݋ݑ݊݀ܫ݉ܽ݃݁ȁ                                                                              (5) 
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Where, 
 Adptth is the adaptive threshold value. 
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4. Results 
4.1. Hardware Utilizations 
The hardware utilization of proposed object detection method is given in Table 1along with the utilizations 
of separate blocks. The frequency of the total block is less than individual block because to make synchronization 
between all blocks needs some extra logics which reduces the operating frequency of the total module.   
Table 1. Hardware Utilization of the Proposed Method. 
Parameters Adaptive Threshold 
Calculation 
Moving Window 
Architecture 
Modified Background  
Subtraction   
Total  
Module 
Number of Slice Registers 1527 40 10 1607 
Number of Slice LUTs 1986 15 08 2023 
Number of LUT-FF Pairs 2360 48 24 2462 
Maximum Operating Frequency (MHz) 180 230 270 164 
 
4.2. Output Image 
The background image and input image is shown in the Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) respectively which are fed to 
the proposed system. The output of the proposed system is shown in the Fig.3(c) where the object (person) is 
detected with minimal amount of noises.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Proposed Object Detection Output 
5. Comparisons with Existing Techniques 
In this section we compare the proposed object detection technique with existing techniques in terms of 
image quality, hardware utilization and speed of operation.  
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5.1. Image Comparisons 
The output of proposed method is compared with the technique proposed by Asanchez-Ferreira et al.,21 which is 
given in Fig.4. The existing method only gives the object but it does not give any edge information and color 
intensity levels of the detected object in gray level whereas the proposed system gives all of those information.  
 
 
Fig. 4: Comparison between existing and proposed methods 
5.2. Hardware Comparisons 
Table 2 shows the comparison of the proposed method with the existing methods with respect to area 
(number of LUTs) and maximum operating frequency.  
Table 2. Comparison of the Proposed Method with Existing Methods. 
Authors Board Number of LUTs Maximum Operating 
Frequency (MHz) 
Sateesh Kumar et al.,19 Virtex-5 ---- 118 
Asanchez et al.,21 Cyclone II-EP2C35 3203 23 
Kalpana et al.,22 Spartan-3 2971 ---- 
Proposed Method Spartan-6 2023 164 
 
 
The method proposed by Sateesh Kumar et al.,19 is implemented on Virtex-5 with maximum frequency of 
118 MHz. The method proposed by Asanchez et al.,21 uses 3203 LUTs and the maximum operating frequency of the 
architecture is 23 MHz which is very less because the architecture is implemented using inbuilt Xilinx block-sets. 
Similarly the architecture proposed by Kalpana et al.,22 uses 2971 LUTs which is large, since the structure is 
implemented using Micro-Blaze inbuilt controller present in FPGA.  The proposed architecture uses 2023 LUTs and 
the maximum operating frequency is 164 MHz. This is achieved due to simple and multiplier-less architecture. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, moving object detection using modified background subtraction and adaptive threshold 
techniques is proposed. The proposed technique can be able to detect the object faster than existing architecture, 
since it is simple and multiplier-less and also the area used by proposed system is very less compared to existing. 
The proposed moving object detection algorithm can be extended further to detect the multiple target objects present 
in video sequences. 
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